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Here we propose a general relativistic quantum framework for mistrustful cryptography that 
exploits the fascinating connection of quantum non-locality and special theory of relativity with 
cryptography. The underlying principle of unconditional security is two-fold quantum non-local 
correlations: first entanglement swapping and then teleportation. The proposed framework has 
following remarkable and novel features. (i) Helps in defining a new notion of oblivious transfer 
where both the data transferred and the transfer position remain oblivious. (ii) The confidentiality 
and integrity of the data transferred is guaranteed by the actions of sender and receiver in their 
own secure laboratories instead of sending data over noisy channels. (iii) It directly leads to 
unconditionally secure and deterministic two-sided two-party computation which is currently 
considered to be impossible. (iv) the two-party computation turns out to be asynchronous ideal 
coin tossing with zero bias which has not been achieved previously. (v) The same framework 
implies unconditionally secure bit commitment. Finally, we conjecture here that the combination 
of quantum non-locality and theory of relativity as discussed here is complete and sufficient to 
solve all the mistrustful cryptographic tasks securely. 
 

n the last few years, researchers have shown great excitement in the area of relativistic 
quantum cryptography1-9,10-28 where causal structure of Minkowski space time or 
impossibility of superluminal signaling gives power to relativistic quantum cryptography in 

defining tasks that are not possible in non-relativistic setting, especially in mistrustful 
cryptography. These interesting developments give further hope for defining a more general 
setup in relativistic quantum theory that would be sufficient to solve all the mistrustful 
cryptographic tasks securely. 

 Kilian showed that classical oblivious transfer29-32 (OT) is a basic building block for 
other mistrustful cryptographic protocols, for example, two-party secure computations33. 
However, since computationally hard classical protocols can be broken, various protocols for OT 
have also been proposed that are based on non-relativistic quantum mechanics34 and relativistic 
quantum theory22. In existing non-relativistic quantum OT protocols, only data remains oblivious 
to Alice while she can be well aware of Bob’s position.  On the other hand, in relativistic OT 
protocol22, the data can be completely determined by Alice while she remains ignorant about the 
position of Bob.   

Moreover, in all previously proposed OT protocols, Bob cannot be certain that the data he 
received has not been altered during the protocol. Hence, currently it is known that 1-out-of-2 
oblivious transfer and deterministic two-sided two-party secure computations (TPSC) are 
impossible in classical/non-relativistic quantum cryptography35,36. These impossibility results 
have also been extended to relativistic quantum cryptography37. However, relativistic 
cryptography gives hope for secure implementation of nondeterministic two-sided TPSC and 
hence variable-bias coin tossing38. Moreover, asynchronous ideal coin tossing is impossible in 
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classical/non-relativistic quantum cryptography39 while only synchronous ideal coin tossing is 
possible if impossibility of superluminal signaling is considered40.  

Furthermore, bit commitment is another very important and basic cryptographic protocol 
that is impossible in classical/nor-relativistic quantum cryptography41-43 but has been proved to 
be possible in relativistic quantum theory10,24,26. These no-go theorems show the limits of 
classical/non-relativistic quantum cryptography while possibility results show that relativity adds 
its weight, and hence gives more power, towards quantum cryptography to evade such no-go 
theorems.  

At this point, we would like to discuss an important quantum mechanical concept, non-
locality, which has an interesting connection with cryptography and cryptanalysis. Non-local 
Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) type correlations44 solves the very basic ingredient of 
cryptography, QKD45, that gives unconditionally secure means for secret communications 
between distant parties. On the other hand, in mistrustful cryptography, a dishonest party can 
exploit the non-locality (EPR types quantum attacks) to cheat successfully35,41-43.  

In this work, we exploit the fascinating connections of quantum non-locality and 
relativity with cryptography and show that the combination of relativity with non-locality favors 
cryptography rather than cryptanalysis. We define a general relativistic quantum framework for 
mistrustful cryptography and show that the proposed framework proves to be a building block 
for many interesting mistrustful cryptographic protocols that are considered to be impossible. For 
example, it directly leads to (i) a new notion of OT where both the data transferred and the 
transfer position remain oblivious, (ii) deterministic two-sided TPSC, (iii) asynchronous ideal 
coin tossing (zero bias), (iv) bit commitment, and (v) secure quantum secret sharing. In fact, the 
framework is sufficient to solve all the mistrustful cryptographic tasks unconditionally secure 
against Lo- Chau attacks35,39. 
 
Non-locality and relativistic mistrustful quantum cryptography 
In a general framework of relativistic quantum cryptography proposed by Adrian Kent, 
background space time is approximately Minkowski and communicating parties are not the 
individuals but are agencies having distributed agents throughout the space time. The agencies 
are assumed to have fixed secure sites in a given inertial frame and can communicate with each 
other by sending quantum/classical signals at near light speed, c=1. Moreover, the agencies have 
unlimited powers of information processing and efficient technology (quantum computers) and 
are restricted from cheating by principals of quantum theory only. If one of the agencies sends a 
quantum/classical signal from point (x,0), then after some fixed time t > 0, the light-like 
separated agents from the sender in some given inertial frame can receive the signal on a special 
sphere of radius t and centered at x. 

For simplicity, we suppose here that Alice is an individual while Bob has three agents; R, 
B1 and B2 at the relevant points in Minkowski space-time. This assumption does not provide any 
advantages to Bob over Alice in the framework. Moreover, even if Alice manages agents at 
specific space time positions, it will not give her any advantages over Bob. We also assume Bob 
and his agents can communicate quantum information securely with each other. However, all the 
quantum/classical channels between Alice and Bob are insecure. Both parties have powers of 
instantaneous computation and time for information processing at their secure sites is assumed to 
be negligibly small. Finally, the proposed framework is purely relativistic quantum mechanical 
and does not require any secure classical channels; classical information can be publically 
announced.  
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All the mistrustful cryptographic tasks can be implemented with following procedure: 
Suppose Bob and Alice are at (0,0) and (x,t) point of Minkowski space time while Bob’s agents 
R, B1 and B2 are at arbitrary space-like separated positions unknown to Alice. Alice only knows 
the directions where B1 and B2 can receive the data, they are light-like separated from Alice, but 
not their exact positions. Bob shares a secret entangled system AB ∈HA⊗HB with Alice. Bob 
also prepares another secret entangled system A'R∈HA'⊗HR  and sends HA' to Alice while HR to R 
such that both Alice and R receive HA'  and HR

 
simultaneously.  That is, Alice, Bob and R share a 

system S =AA'BR denoted by HS = HA⊗HB⊗HA'⊗HR  only known to Bob. 
Alice then performs Bell state measurement46 (BSM) by applying local Bell operator (

Ia ⊗β ) on (HA⊗HA')⊗(HB⊗HR) . She keeps her measurement result }11,10,01,00{∈′aauu
 
secret. 

As a result, Bob’s and R’s systems get entangled47; BR∈HB⊗HR. Now Bob prepares a quantum 

state ϕ , applies transformations bb uu UU ′ corresponding to data bbuu ′  he wants to send and 

teleports48 the quantum state to R by applying local Bell operator Ia ⊗β on ( ϕ ⊗HB)⊗HR. The 

non-locally correlated system R  remains totally random to R. Instantly R measures his system R 
and sends the outcome to Alice. Alice prepares the same quantum system corresponding to 

received classical information from R, applies further unitary transformations aa uu UU ′ (or 
aa uu UU ′⊕1 ) and sends to either B1 or B2. The local transformations aa uu UU ′ (or aa uu UU ′⊕1 ) 

applied by Alice determine the data (commitment) she is sending to Bob. Simultaneously, she 
announces her BSM result aauu ′ . Bob validates the actions of Alice if she replies within time and 
her announcement is consistent with non-local quantum correlations between BSM results of 
Alice, Bob and shared quantum system HS = HA⊗HB⊗HA'⊗HR. Bi measures the received 
quantum system from Alice in the pre-agreed basis and sends the outcome to Bob. Now Bob can 
find the information about Alice’s data as comes from the specific code discussed below. 
Underlying principle of unconditional security in this framework is two-fold quantum non-local 
correlations: first entanglement swapping and then teleportation. 

To make the analysis simple, we assume in the rest of the discussion that HS = (C2)⊗4; 
each subspace of HS is 2-dimensional complex space. That is, both HA⊗HB= (C

2)⊗(C2) and  
HA'⊗HR = (C

2)⊗ (C2) are 2-qubit maximally entangled systems with Bell basis 
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where um and un ∈{0,1}and ⊕  denotes addition with mod 2.  
 
Procedure-I  
Let’s suppose Alice and Bob agree on a code: if sender S (Alice/Bob) applies unitary 
transformation I, xσ , zσ , or xzσσ  on a quantum system ∈φ HS, he/she is actually giving input 

data 00, 01, 10 or 11 to the system HS respectively. That is, transformation },{ xs I σσ ∈
correspond to classical data }01,00{=′ssuu  (or classical bit }1,0{=⊕= ′ss uus ) while those of 

},{ xzzs σσσσ ∈ correspond to classical data }11,10{=′ssuu (or classical bit }0,1{=⊕= ′ss uus ). As 
a result, data will be transferred by the actions of sender and receiver in their own secure 
laboratories instead of sending data over noisy channels. 

This procedure-I solves the problem of OT, deterministic two-sided TPSC, and 
asynchronous ideal coin tossing with zero bias. If sender wants to send data ssuu ′  to the receiver, 
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he/she will apply Pauli transformations },{ 1 ssss u
x

u
z

u
x

u
zs

′′ ⊕∈ σσσσσ  on the shared quantum state 

},{ −+∈ϕ
 
with receiver. We would like to highlight here that ϕσσϕσσ ssss u

x
u
z

u
x

u
z

′′ ⊕= 1
 if 

},{ −+∈ϕ where we ignore the overall phase factor. We started this procedure for OT where 

Alice is the sender while Bob is the receiver. The same procedure will be applicable for two-
sided TPSC and asynchronous ideal coin tossing to be discussed latter. 

  
Oblivious transfer 
OT was originally defined by Rabin where sender (Alice) sends a 1-bit message to the receiver 
(Bob) who can only receive the message with probability no more than half29.  The security of 
the protocol relies on the fact that Bob can find out whether or not he got the 1-bit message from 
Alice after the completion of protocol but Alice remains oblivious about it. In a related notion, 1-
out-of-2 OT, Alice sends two 1-bit messages to Bob who can only receive one of them and 
remains ignorant about the other while Alice remains entirely oblivious to which of the two 
messages Bob received30,31. It is shown later by Crépeau that both of these notions of OT are 
equivalent32. 

Our proposed procedure-I helps in defining a new notion of OT where receiver Bob 
remains oblivious about both the data transferred and the transfer position; he may know both the 
transferred messages but remains oblivious about the genuine one. On the other hand, the sender 
Alice cannot learn the transfer position even after the protocol is completed. Moreover, Bob 
accepts the data only if he is certain that data has come from Alice, by measuring time lapse and 
testifying non-local quantum correlations established through local operations. Finally, in our 
secure OT protocol, Alice cannot change the data she started with otherwise Bob rejects the 
protocol – that is something not possible in all the previously proposed OT protocols. Explicit 
procedure-I for OT is described below: 
(1). Bob secretly prepares an EPR pair ∈bauu HA⊗HB and sends first qubit to Alice. 

(2). Bob prepares another EPR pair ∈′ ra uu HA'⊗HR and sends fist qubit to Alice while second 

qubit to his agent R such that both Alice and R receive qubits au ′
 
and ru

 
simultaneously.  

(3). After time t=x/c, Alice receives au ′ and performs BSM on qubits au  and au ′ in his 

possession and gets two classical bits, say }11,10,01,00{∈′aauu . This measurement projects the 

qubits bu
 
and ru  into one of the four possible Bell states ∈rbuu HB⊗HR instantly, unknown 

to both Alice and Bob.  
(4). At the same time t, Bob prepares a qubit },{ −+∈ϕ in the agreed Hadamard basis, applies 

Pauli transformation },{ 1 bbbb u
x

u
z

u
x

u
zb

′′ ⊕∈ σσσσσ  corresponding to data bbuu ′  he wants to send and 

teleports the state ϕσb  to R. As a result, R’s half of the shared Bell’s state becomes one of the 

corresponding four possible states ϕσσψ bi= where },,,{ xzzxi I σσσσσ ∈  unknown to 

everyone. R measures his system and sends outcome ψ  to Alice. In fact, Bob (R) has transferred 
the data bbuu ′  encoded in bσ  to Alice where she remains oblivious about the data even after 
receiving ψ . We would like to mention here that as for as oblivious transfer is concerned, from 

Alice to Bob, there would be no requirement of transformation bσ  from Bob’s side; it serves 
purely the purpose of TPSC, coin tossing and quantum secret sharing to be discussed later. 
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(5). Instantly, Alice prepares corresponding quantum state ψ , applies unitary transformations 

corresponding to her input data },{ 1 aaaa u
x

u
z

u
x

u
za

′′ ⊕∈ σσσσσ  on ψ  and immediately sends the state 

                                                   ϕσσσψσψ biaa ==′                                                       (2) 

to either B1 or B2 over insecure quantum channel between them. Here, Alice’s choice of sending 
state ψ ′

 to B1 or B2 is totally random. Simultaneously she publically announces values of aauu ′ .  

(6). Suppose Bob and one of his agent Bi receive the information from Alice at times bt  and 
ibt  

respectively. If values aauu ′  are consistent with swapped entangled state rbuu
 
and 

corresponding iσ  and Alice replied within allocated time, Bob verifies that Alice is fair 

otherwise aborts the protocol. Here, for each value of aauu ′ , there will be unique Bell state rbuu
 

and hence unique iσ  as shown in table 1 and table 2.  

(7) Bi measures the received state ψ ′ in },{ −+ basis, and sends the result and time 
ibt to Bob. 

Bob can check that whether Alice’s transformation is consistent with her announcement or not.  
If }01,00{∈′aauu  she should have applied },{ xa I σσ ∈  on ψ  while },{ xzza σσσσ ∈ in case of 

}11,10{∈′aauu . As a result, Bob can find that either }01,00{∈′aauu  (or }11,10{∈′aauu ) but remains 

ignorant about the specific classical data/bit aauu ′ / aa uua ′⊕=  Alice has sent.  
I would like to mention here that modification of our protocol for computational basis 

}1,0{  is straightforward where both parties agree that Alice will apply unitary transformations 

},{ 1 aaaa u
x

u
z

u
x

u
za

′′ ⊕∈ σσσσσ on the stateψ  where ψσσψσσ aaaa u
x

u
z

u
x

u
z

′′ ⊕= 1
 if }1,0{∈ψ  where 

we ignore the overall phase factor. These operations by Alice guarantee that Bob can get only 
following information: either },{ za I σσ ∈

 
or },{ xzxa σσσσ ∈

 
but not the exact Pauli operator. 

That is, Bob can successfully guess either Alice has sent qubit }10,00{∈′aauu  or }11,01{∈′aauu  
but not the definite data.  
 
Security analysis 
We show that the power of two-fold quantum non-local correlations and special theory of 
relativity bounds both parties to remain fair and act according to the agreed codes: use genuine 
transformations, priorly agreed basis, and respond within allocated times.  
 
Security against Alice 
In our OT protocol, cheating Alice means she could try to get following information during or 
after the protocol: (I) try to know the specific data bσ  Bob has transferred (II) want to know the 
position of Bi with certainty or (III) try to alter her BSM result aauu ′  (from }01,00{∈′aauu

 
to 

}11,10{∈′aauu ) after getting ψ  from R and convince Bob for joint measurement outcome 

ϕσσσψ bia=′  of her choice. As for as Bob’s data is concerned, Alice cannot find the exact 

value even after the protocol is complete – the system HS = HA⊗HB⊗HA'⊗HR  BSM results of 
Bob and ϕ  is completely unknown to her. On the other hand, she also remains ignorant about 

transfer position since the proposed protocol does not allow her to compute time lapse and hence 
distance of the receiver; both B1 and B2 do not communicate with Alice during the protocol.  

Can Alice choose Mayers and Lo-Chau attacks41-43 or other strategies and try to cheat by 
altering values of aauu ′  after she has made BSM on qubits au  and au ′ ? Answer is NO; Bob 
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will detect cheating Alice with probability P=1. She can try following strategies: (i) If she 
receives result ψ  from Bob’s agent R, then prepares different state, and hence applies/announce 

different values of aauu ′ , this procedure guarantees Bob to detect her cheating since Bob’s agent 

R knows ψ . (ii) If she delays and do not apply BSM on qubits au  and au ′ , she will receive 

teleported state ϕσσψ bi= from Bob and single bit ru  from R. Both of these results are useless 

for Alice to cheat, cannot get any information about bσ  or iσ  and hence non-local 

correlations. (iii) Instead of sending a single qubit in the state },{ −+∈ψ , suppose Alice prepares 

an entangled quantum system ψ  where 

                                                             ∑=
i

iii βαλψ                                                          (3) 

and sends system iβ to Bob. Even then, she cannot cheat by enfocing Bob to get valid non-local 

correlations by applying unitary transformations on iα .  

As we have stated earlier, underlying principle of unconditional security in the proposed 
framework is two-fold quantum non-local correlations: first entanglement swapping and then 
teleportation. That is, for each value of aauu ′ , there will be unique Bell state rbuu

 
and hence 

unique iσ . Let’s consider a simplest possible situation from first row of table 1 and first, fifth 

and ninth column of table 2. Suppose 00=bauu , 00=′ ra uu
 
and 00=′aauu

 
then 00=rbuu . 

Now if BSM result of Bob is 11=′bbuu  while teleporting ϕσb to R, then xzi σσσ =  . If Alice 

tries to cheat by announcing different values of 11,10,01=′aauu
 
then Bob will extract 

11,10,01=rbuu  and hence different Ixzi ,,σσσ = .  

Note here, that if Alice gets 00=′aauu  and announces 01=′aauu , it will not be considered 

as successful cheating since for the case considered above, ϕσσϕσσσψ bzbxz == . Similarly, 

if Alice gets 10=′aauu  and announces 11=′aauu , it will generate ϕσσϕσσψ bxbx I== .  As a 

result both Alice and Bob will get same outcome ψ ′ . In conclusion Alice should not be able to 

change aauu ′  from }01,00{∈′aauu
 
to }11,10{∈′aauu ) after getting ψ  from R and she cannot do this 

in our proposed procedure.  

raba uuuu ′  rbaa uuuu )( ′  

00 00  

00 01  

00 10  

00 11  

01 01  

01 00  

01 11  

01 10  

10 10  

10 11  

10 00  

10 01  

11 11  

11 10  

11 01  

11 00  

)00( 00  

)00( 01  

)00( 10  

)00( 11  

)01( 01  

)01( 00  

)01( 11  

)01( 10  

)10( 10  

)10( 11  

)10( 00  

)10( 01  

)11( 11  

)11( 10  

)11( 01  

)11( 00  

Table 1: Entanglement swapping: Bell state shared between Alice and Bob is bauu  and 

between Alice and R is ra uu ′ . This table shows all possible initial states of entangled particles 

raba uuuu ′ and corresponding outcomes of Alice’s BSM rbaa uuuu )( ′ . For example, if 

1100=′ raba uuuu
 
then swapped entangled pair  rbuu  would be in one of the four possible 

Bell sates: 11 , 10 , 01  and 00  corresponding to BSM result of Alice aauu ′ as 00, 01, 10, and 

11 respectively.  
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rbuu  
Bob BSM R 

bbuu ′  ϕσσψ bi=  

00  00 01 10 11 ϕσb  ϕσσ bx  ϕσσ bz  ϕσσσ bxz  

01  00 01 10 11 ϕσσ bx  ϕσb  ϕσσσ bxz  ϕσσ bz  

10  00 01 10 11 ϕσσ bz  ϕσσσ bxz  ϕσb  ϕσσ bx  

11  00 01 10 11 ϕσσσ bxz  ϕσσ bz  ϕσσ bx  ϕσb  

Table 2: Teleportation: This table shows all possible Bell states rbuu
 
swapped between Bob 

and R due to BSM of Alice, Bob’s BSM results on his/her part of the entangled pair and state 
ϕσb  and corresponding possibilities of state ψ

 
on the R’s side. For example, if Bob and R 

have share entangled state as 01  and BSM result of Bob is 10 then R will have state 

ϕσσσψ bxz=  on his side.   

Finally, Alice cannot cheat successfully by hiding her position or delaying in sending 
ψ ′ . If Alice performs BSM from position P (distance x away from Bob) and later tries to cheat 

by responding to Bi from different position P', it would not help her at all. She will have to 
respond within allowed time and within this time lapse she cannot get any useful information 
about non-local correlations generated or position of Bi. In conclusion, non-local quantum 
correlations and relativistic quantum cryptography forces Alice to remain fair and perform 
agreed actions within time. 

  
Security against Bob 
In our proposed framework, security against Bob lies in following two requirements: (I) although 
it is necessary for Bob to know exact values of Alice’s BSM aauu ′  but he must not be able to 

know the definite unitary transformation },{ 1 aaaa u
x

u
z

u
x

u
za

′′ ⊕∈ σσσσσ  Alice has applied. (II) Before 
or during the protocol, Bob should not know the position where Alice will send the data. 

Since Bob knows EPR pairs bauu
 
and ra uu ′ , he can find exact values of Alice’s BSM 

aauu ′  during the protocol by measuring swapped entangled pair rbuu . Bob’s agents then can 

send an arbitrary quantum state and Alice’s will reply back without knowing her BSM result has 
already been revealed. Moreover, even if Alice is fair and announce exact values of her BSM 

aauu ′ , Bob cannot differentiate between Alice’s transformations aa u
x

u
z

′σσ or aa u
x

u
z

′⊕1σσ on ψ  

since ψσσψσσ aaaa u
x

u
z

u
x

u
z

′′ ⊕= 1 .  

Furthermore, before or during the protocol, Bob cannot predict in advance about the 
position where Alice will send the data. The choice of transfer position is totally random and 
Bob can only know the transfer position once any one of B1 or B2 (who are space-like separated) 
receives the data from Alice. Hence the proposed OT protocol is completely secure from Bob; he 
will not learn the transfer position until the protocol is completed and will remain oblivious 
about the data Alice has sent.   
 
Two-sided two-party secure computation 
Two-sided TPSC enables two distant parties Alice and Bob to compute a function f (a,b) where a 
and b are inputs from Alice and Bob respectively. The protocol is said to be secure if it fulfils 
following security requirements: (i) both Alice and Bob learn output of f (a,b) deterministically. 
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(ii) Alice learns nothing about Bob’s input b and (iii) Bob learns nothing about Alice’s input a.  
The impossibility or no-go theorems for secure two-party computations are based on possibilities 
that one party, say Bob, can also compute f (a,b') where b' ∈{b1,b2,….} . That is, Bob can cheat 
by computing the value of the function f for all of his inputs b' and hence violate the security 
requirement of single input from each party. Lo35 has shown that Bob can do this by applying 
unitary transformations on his own quantum system HB. That is, the system HB  kept by Bob must 
be an eigenstate of the measurement operator that he uses for computing f (a,b). Being an 
eigenstate, HB remains undisturbed by Bob’s measurement that makes computation of f (a,b') 
feasible. 
 However, our proposed procedure-I discussed for OT can easily evade such attacks and 
results in secure and deterministic two-sided TPSC of function );,( ϕσσ baf where aσ  and bσ  

are unitary transformations on quantum system HS = HA⊗HB⊗HA'⊗HR applied by Alice and 

Bob respectively. According the code, when Alice and Bob apply these transformations on ϕ , 

they actually provide input aaauu σ→′  and bbbuu σ→′  to the shared quantum system HS 
respectively. At the end of the computation, both parties know the same definite outcome  

                                                      ϕσσσϕσσ biabaf =);,(                                                      (4) 

where iσ  comes from the shared quantum system HS.  

Bob’s input bbuu ′  remains totally random to Alice even after measurement of ϕσσ bi . 

Similarly, Bob remains oblivious about Alice’s input aauu ′ . Finally both Alice and Bob get same 

outcome of function );,( ϕσσ baf  deterministically. As we have shown earlier, neither Alice 

nor Bob can cheat by altering quantum system ϕσσψ bi= , both parties know the result ψ  and 

Alice’s transformation aσ on ϕσσψ bi=  generates the final outcome 

ϕσσσϕσσ biabaf =);,( . 

 
Ideal quantum coin tossing 
Coin tossing49 is another fundamental primitive function in communication that allows distant 
mistrustful parties to agree on a random data. Coin tossing is said to be ideal if it follows:  
1). Ideal coin tossing results in three possible outcomes γ: γ+ = +, γ- = - or γ± = invalid.  
2). Outcome γ+ and γ- occurs with equal probability P+ = P- = 1/2 and both parties A and B have 

equal cheating probabilities, γγγ PPP BA == , which means that the coin tossing is fair. 

3). If both parties are honest, the outcome γ± = invalid never occurs; P± = 0.  
4). If any one of the parties is dishonest, the outcome invalid occurs with probability P± = 1. 

Proposed procedure-I is in fact an asynchronous ideal quantum coin tossing where both 
parties have equal resource and the protocol offers zero bias. That is, it fulfils all the security 
requirements of ideal coin tossing: P+ = P- = 1/2, zero cheating probabilities for Alice and Bob (

0== BA PP γγ ), P± = 0 if both parties are honest and 1=±P if any one of the parties tries cheating. 

 
Procedure-II 
This procedure solves the cryptographic task of secure bit commitment with following code: In 
the commitment phase, Alice applies same unitary transformation σ

 
on both EPR pairs bauu

 

and ra uu ′
 
and then performs BSM and gets two bits aauu ′ . By doing this, she commit herself to 
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the bit value 0=a  if 0=au
 
and 1=a

 
if 1=au . That is, if }01,00{∈′aauu , she is committed to bit 

0=a  and if }11,10{∈′aauu , she is committed to bit 1=a . In the revealing phase, she announces 
both her commitment (BSM) and unitary transformations σ

 
she applied before BSM. 

 
Bit commitment 
A bit commitment is a cryptographic scheme between two mistrustful parties, committer (Alice) 
and a receiver (Bob), where Alice commit her to a specific bit b in the commitment phase. In this 
phase or during the scheme, Bob should not be able to extract the bit value. In the revealing 
phase, however, it must be possible for Bob to know the genuine bit value b with absolute 
guarantee when Alice reveals the committed bit and Alice should not be able to change her mind 
about the value of the bit b.  Explicit procedure-II for bit commitment is described below: 
(1). Bob secretly prepares an EPR pairbauu  and sends first qubit to Alice. 

(2). Bob prepares another EPR pair ra uu ′  and sends fist qubit to Alice while second qubit to his 

agent R such that both Alice and R receive qubits au ′
 
and ru

 
simultaneously.  

(3). After time t=x/c, Alice receives au ′ , applies secret Pauli transformation σ  on both qubits 

au  and au ′ and performs BSM and gets two classical bits, say }11,10,01,00{∈′aauu , her 

commitment. This measurement projects the qubits bu
 
and ru  into one of the four possible 

Bell states rbuu  instantly, unknown to both Alice and Bob.  

(4). At the same time t, Bob prepares a qubit },{ −+∈ϕ in the agreed Hadamard basis and 

teleports the state ϕ  to R. If BSM result of Bob is bbuu ′  while teleporting the state, then R’s 

half of the shared Bell’s state becomes one of the corresponding four possible states ϕσψ i= . 

R measures his system and sends outcome ψ  to Bob.  

(5). In the revealing phase, Alice announces identity of σ
 
and values of aauu ′  and hence her 

commitment a . 
(6). If values aauu ′  are consistent with swapped entangled state rbuu

 
and corresponding iσ , 

Bob verifies that Alice’s commitment is genuine otherwise detects cheating Alice.  
Let’s consider the previous situation again. Suppose 00=bauu , 00=′ ra uu

 
, Alice 

applies Ii =σ
 
and gets 00=′aauu

 
. The swapped state will be then 00=rbuu . Now if BSM 

result of Bob is 11=′bbuu , then xzi σσσ =  . If Alice tries to cheat by announcing different values 

of xzzx σσσσσ ,,=
 
and 11,10,01=′aauu

 
then Bob will extract 11,10,01=rbuu  and hence different 

Ixzi ,,σσσ = . In short, if Alice alters values from 00=′aauu
 
to 10=′aauu  (or 11=′aauu ), Bob 

will extract },{ Ixi σσ =  and hence different ψ . Finally, can Alice cheat by applying σ  on only 

one qubit au  (or au ′ ) or σ  on au
 
and σ ′  on au ′ ? It can be seen from table 1 and 2 that 

answer is again NO.  
 Proposed bit commitment scheme has very interesting aspect that after making 
commitment, committer can wait for indefinite time before revealing it. Both committer and 
receiver extract non-locally correlated classical information in the commitment phase that can be 
stored and revealed whenever they want. They do not need of quantum memory for storing 
quantum data for long term bit commitment. 
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Procedure-III 
Let’s suppose that R is not an agent of Bob but he is a third party then procedure-I prove to be 
quantum secret sharing scheme50 as shown below. 
 
Quantum secret sharing 
In procedure-III, EPR pair bauu

 
is known to both Alice and Bob while pair ra uu ′  is known to 

R and Bob only. Here Bob will be the sender while Alice and R will be receivers (with at least 
on trustful). R measures ψ  and gets information of ψ  while Alice have BSM result aauu ′ . If 

they meet in causal future of light cone and send ψσσ aa u
x

u
z

′
 to Bob, Bob helps them to decode 

his secret bσ  by announcing required information about shared quantum system Hs. Detailed 
quantum secret sharing protocol based on proposed framework and its generalization to N party 
will be discussed in our future work. 
 
Discussion 
We defined a general relativistic quantum framework for mistrustful cryptography based on non-
local quantum correlations and theory of relativity. The proposed framework determines the 
actions of both parties through two-fold non-local quantum correlations; entanglement swapping 
and then teleportation. These correlations are used for secure mistrustful cryptographic protocols 
then. Moreover, impossibility of superluminal signaling is used for insuring timely responses. 

In our relativistic procedure-I, new OT notion, the receiver remains ignorant about the 
transferred data; he can only get certain information about the data but not its exact identity. 
Moreover, the transfer position remains oblivious to the sender throughout the protocol while 
receiver can find the exact position only when he/she receives the data. The sender is guaranteed 
that the receiver can gain specific information about the data that logically follows from the 
protocol and know the transfer position only if the protocol is completed and the receiver acts 
fairly. Moreover, if the receiver completes the protocol successfully, he will be certain that the 
transferred data has come from the legitimate sender. The oblivious data transferred from the 
sender to the receiver depends on the actions of both parties in their own secure laboratories 
instead of sending the actual data encrypted by secret keys over noisy channels. Moreover, the 
confidentiality and integrity of the data is guaranteed. The receiver rejects the data if the sender 
tries to modify it after the protocol has been started.  

The procedure-I generated through interesting combination of non-locality and theory of 
special relativity gives then solution of longstanding problems in mistrustful cryptography; 
unconditionally secure and deterministic two-sided TPSC and asynchronous ideal coin tossing 
with zero bias. Interesting and fascinating combination of EPR type quantum correlations with 
causal structure of Minkowski space time show the power of relativistic quantum cryptography 
in defining tasks that are considered to be impossible in non-relativistic cryptography.  

With little modification, procedure-I turns out to be procedure-II and III which came up 
with unconditionally secure bit commitment and quantum secret sharing respectively. Procedure-
II has many interesting aspects like unconditional security and indefinite time for commitment. 
Both committer and receiver extract non-locally correlated classical information in the 
commitment phase that can be stored and revealed whenever they want. They do not need of 
quantum memory for storing quantum systems.   

Although it is standard in mistrustful quantum cryptography that both the parties have 
efficient quantum technologies (quantum computer), the proposed relativistic quantum 
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framework can be reliably implemented without requiring quantum computer. Both parties can 
calculate );,( ϕσσ baf  securely with existing quantum technologies; photo detectors without 

needing long term quantum memory. However, even having quantum computers, neither party 
can cheat successfully.  

Finally, we conjecture here that the combination of quantum non-locality and theory of 
relativity as discussed here is complete and sufficient to solve all the mistrustful cryptographic 
tasks securely. We hope this work would open new directions in quantum information, quantum 
computation, quantum cryptography and their connections with special theory of relativity. On 
the other hand, proposed protocols are purely quantum mechanical where both input and output 
data is associated with unitary transformations applied on quantum systems. Hence, it would in 
return prove to be helpful in developing our understanding about the true description of the 
world, the quantum theory.  
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